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ARES Design Corvette Stingray

Is there a more iconic American car than the Corvette Stingray? The first-generation Corvette was 
introduced in the 1950s but the historic Stingray moniker wasn’t used until the second generation (known 
as the C2) was unleashed in the 1960s. It is perhaps the most revered of all the Corvettes, representing 
the new-found freedom of the 1960s and it’s with this model that ARES chose to carry out this exquisite 
transformation. 

The brief was to thoroughly bring the Stingray up to date with modern performance, road manners and 
interior appointments as well as fully restoring the Corvette in the process. The finished product is the 
result of over 3500 hours of work and a stunning one-off creation that showcases the entire range of 
ARES Design’s capabilities.
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The original car was a 1964 model and while it was in good condition for a 50-year-old machine the 
entire car was stripped back to its constituent parts to see what could be reused and what required 
replacement. The latter heavily outnumbered the former. Prior to acquiring the car ARES had already 
sourced and completely rebuilt another C2 chassis frame and this was adapted to accept an LS3 525PS 
V8 and five-speed manual transmission along with a Viper Hammerhead rear differential. 

While the mechanical installation was going on with the frame the body was repaired where necessary 
and modified to accept the new components such as the larger rear differential and a custom-made 
fuel tank. Wider wheels would eventually be fitted to the project so the inner wings were modified as 
were the wheel arches which were extended by two-inches while ensuring that the original arch profile 
was retained. All the holes in the firewall (23 in total) from when the car was originally constructed were 
welded up and new ones made to accept the brand-new wiring harness that was designed and installed 
in the new Corvette.

Once the body had been fully restored to a better-than-new standard and a big block 427-style bonnet 
had been fitted, it was treated to a full gloss black respray and once the chassis had been finished, 
complete with a new custom exhaust system that travels through the chassis in places, the two parts 
were married together and the interior build could begin in earnest.

The brief was to replace any items that were showing any sign of age, and while some items could be 
reused the vast majority were exhibiting the sort of patina you’d expect after over 50 years of use so new 
items were sourced where possible or remanufactured by ARES where required. Prior to carpeting the 
interior, Dynamat soundproofing material was installed to isolate the cockpit from road noise and the new 
air conditioning system was plumbed in.

Once that was done the handmade Wilton burgundy carpet was fitted and the components that ARES 
Design’s leather craftspeople had been manufacturing could be installed. Lovingly handcrafted door trim 
panels, a leather dashboard and centre console along with new sections of trim that had been made 
to hide the speakers for the new audio system were fitted. ARES custom-made the Corvette’s vertical 
stereo system complete with Bluetooth and phone connectivity while retaining its traditional looks. A 
media port was discreetly installed in the glovebox with USB ports, an aux port and an additional 12v 
charging port. The concealed stereo includes a 500w Alpine amplifier and concealed subwoofer.

The original car’s seats had been completely stripped back to their frames, powder coated and then 
rebuilt with all new springs and bushings and recontoured to supply more lateral support to both the base 
and backrest while not deviating from their original looks. The dials were rebuilt with a combination of old 
and new materials along with LED lighting while the windows were converted to electric operation along 
with a remote central locking system.
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Externally the Stingray’s new wheels were fitted – custom made rims that emulate the original’s Turbine 
wheels but in modern sizes to allow the Corvette to make use of the power from its new LS3 motor. 
They measure 8.5x19-inches at the front and 11x20-inches at the rear and feature three finishes – 
blasted between the spokes, milled on the spoke surfaces and with polished barrels. Completing the 
transformation are modern LED lights hidden within the original housings.

What started out as a ‘restomod’ of a 1964 Corvette transformed into an exacting restoration at the same 
time and the finished article is a testament to the skill and dedication of ARES Design’s technicians and 
craftspeople. No doubt it will be fit for another 50 years’ service and must be one of the finest reimagined 
Corvette Stingrays the world will see.

ARES Design Corvette Stingray from €350,000 - 400,000 
On-sale: January 2018

Prices are indicative only due to the nature of coach-building and the creation of bespoke automotive projects.
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ARES Design Corvette Stingray
Car description

Base car model year: 
1964 and 2017

Engine type: CORVETTE LS3 V8

Displacement [cc]: 6162

Power [Hp]: 525

Torque [Nm]: TBD

Transmission: 5 speed manual 

Suspension: From Corvette C7

Brake: 6 piston calipers and 
electronic parking brake 

Wheels: Turbine wheels.  
19x8.5” front; 20x11” rear

Tyres: Front 245/35/r19;  
rear 295/30/r20

Maximum speed [Km/h]: TBC

Price [Euro]: 
From €350,000-400,000

Production: 12 weeks

Body: 
•  Original bodywork fiber glass 
•  Pop-up headlight system. Hi output projector beam lights  

with white LED halos

Chassis:
• New chassis with complete Corvette C7 axles, suspension.
• Design and replace entire electrical system of car
 
Interior: 
•  Cover in burgundy hides bespoke “full leather” interior, hand cut and 

sewn to original pattern specifications  
•  Handcrafted artisan rear interior body panels and  storage area with 

chrome hinge

Infotainment: 
•  Design and install Alpine 500w multichannel audio system with all 

speakers concealed in custom paneling and custom 8” subwoofer

Engine upgrade:
•  Build up motor (LS3 525 hp) with pumps, modern vintage A/C and belt 

system. Assemble motor to built up 5 speed manual transmission unit. 
•  Install complete stainless-steel exhaust system with pipes through 

chassis and exiting in rear as original (+10cv)
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